ABSTRACT

Teachers play a key role in educating children about digital security and privacy. They are often at the forefront, witnessing incidents, dealing with the consequences, and helping children handle the technology-related risks. However, little is reported about teachers’ lived classroom experiences and their challenges in this regard. We conducted semi-structured interviews with 21 Canadian elementary school teachers to understand the risks teachers witness children aged 10–13 facing on digital media, teachers’ mitigation strategies, and how prepared teachers are to help children. Our results show that teachers regularly help children deal with digital risks outside of teaching official curriculum, ranging from minor privacy violations to severe cases of cyberbullying. Most issues reported by teachers were the result of typical behaviours which became risky because they took place over digital media. We use the results to highlight implications for how elementary schools address digital security and privacy.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Security and privacy → Social aspects of security and privacy;
- Social and professional topics → Children.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Smart classrooms, equipped with smart-boards, educational technology platforms, such as Google Education, and Bring-Your-Own-Devices (BYOD), provide new learning opportunities to elementary school students. For example, students can use collaboration technologies to communicate and work with their peers on group projects, in-person or remotely. At the same time, the increased use of technology in schools and BYOD also introduce new security and privacy risks, and exacerbate existing risks [1, 32, 33, 47]. Students might use technology for non-work related activities during class, which may distract them and other students around them [35, 41, 71]. When students engage in risky digital behaviours at school, they may inadvertently expose their peers as well.

In this paper, we focus most of our attention on tweens — children aged 10 to 13 years — and their teachers. The technology risks not only affect tweens, but also their teachers who become primarily responsible for mitigating the risks, and providing support and guidance to tweens as they navigate digital media [6, 7, 9, 12, 28]. We explore technology risks teachers see or feel prepared to assist tweens with, including those on educational technology platforms and on personal devices used within the school setting. Teachers have become primarily responsible for proactively teaching digital literacy skills to tweens, so that these maturing children understand the rules of engagement on digital media, and know how to avoid or handle risky situations. Teachers have assumed these responsibilities because (i) it is included in the K-12 curriculum [22, 27, 52–54, 56–61] (ii) teachers use technology in the classroom and thus bear the responsibility for teaching how to safely use technology and how to properly engage in the online world.

Digital literacy represents skills children need to create and consume media; it is more than just the technical know-how, and consists of a wide variety of ethical, social and reflective practices [5, 31]. Most importantly, for the context of this paper, these include knowing how to stay safe online, protecting your personal information, and verifying the authenticity of information found online [5, 20, 31, 45]. However, many teachers report having low digital literacy skills of their own, due to lack of technology training and the fast pace of technology change, especially as it concerns usage by tweens [23, 28]. Thus, teachers might not be prepared to train tweens in this regard.

While previous research has looked at tweens’ risks on digital media [6, 9, 17, 29, 36, 39, 43, 68, 76, 87, 88], few have explored them in the context of schools from the perspective of teachers [14]. We believe this is important, because teachers are primarily responsible for addressing these risks in schools and educating tweens’ about safe digital behaviours. They are also in a unique position of being a significant adult figure in tweens’ lives without some of the emotionally-charged dynamics that arise between tweens and their parents. Teachers also have the additional perspective of
interacting with many tweens over several years, and thus are in a position to comment on trends from a first-hand observer position.

Our paper addresses this gap, and explores tweens’ technology risks in schools from the perspective of teachers. We set the following three research questions for our work:

**RQ1:** What issues are teachers seeing around tweens’ use of digital media?

**RQ2:** What strategies are teachers using to help tweens deal with issues involving digital media?

**RQ3:** How prepared are teachers to help tweens with these issues?

To address these research questions, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 21 Canadian elementary school teachers, who had experience in teaching digital or media literacy to tweens. Our results show that teachers are responsible for addressing a range of issues relating to digital media, the majority of which are security and privacy risks. Many of the issues they addressed originated outside of school, and continued into the school, requiring teachers to step in and help tweens resolve them. Despite these responsibilities, teachers had not received any training from school boards on how to help tweens deal with these issues. They discussed several proactive and reactive strategies for mitigating tweens’ risks on digital media, and reported learning many of them on the job. We discuss the implications of our findings on how elementary schools address digital security and privacy.

## 2 BACKGROUND

### 2.1 Psychosocial development

Children experience the most significant developmental changes to their social, cognitive, and physical abilities during adolescence, which takes place between the ages of 10–19 years [49, 72]. Around this time, children also begin to use social media, and more technology with less supervision both at home and school [38, 39, 76]. Our work focuses on tweens (10–13 year olds), because it is during this time when children first begin to experience more online risks [8]. We note several psychosocial characteristics of tweens to help contextualize their risky technology-related behaviours. First, peer relationships become extremely important as part of their identity development, where opinions of friends are valued over those of their family [83]. They are more sensitive to criticism by peers, and try to fit into their peer groups [72, 83]. Tweens are also learning socially acceptable behaviours by pushing the boundaries of those behaviours, and begin to explore their sexuality [73]. It is important to note that while they are going through this development, their social, cognitive, and psychological skills are still developing, which factor into how they engage with digital media, and how they experience the associated risks.

### 2.2 Online risks

Much research has been done on the types of risks children experience on digital media [6, 9, 17, 29, 36, 39, 43, 68, 76, 85, 87, 88]. These risks include phishing, cyberbullying, exposure to age-inappropriate sexually explicit content, misinformation, and privacy violations [6, 9, 17, 29, 36, 39, 68, 76, 85, 87, 88]. These risks can lead to psychological distress in children, especially when they have not yet learned the appropriate mitigation strategies [40, 67]. Razi et al. [67] analyzed 12-17-year-old children’s posts from an online peer support mental health forum and found that children received unwanted sexual content, struggled with how to turn down these requests, and advised others to avoid users who engaged in these behaviours [67]. Specific groups of children such as foster children and those who posses or desire online social capital are especially vulnerable to online risks [3, 40]. For example, Maghsoudi et al. [40] found that children with a high online social capital experienced more risks and psychological stress [40].

Studies have also explored the role of parents in addressing these risks and the associated challenges [9, 28, 34, 38, 77, 90]. For example, parents can have positive influences on children’s online security and privacy behaviours, by modelling these behaviours themselves [7, 12, 34]. However, if parents do not possess appropriate cybersecurity and privacy skills, they may become fearful of the potential risks, and resort to a restrictive parenting style to mediate children’s technology use [3, 7, 12, 15, 34, 38]. We note this approach is ineffective in the long term because it does not teach children critical thinking skills required to navigate the online world [7, 9, 38, 74] and can also negatively impact parent-child relationships [19], which are crucial during adolescence [49]. For example, an analysis of Google Play reviews of online safety apps written by children showed that the majority of reviewers (76%) gave the apps a low rating (single star), and found them to be overly restrictive and invasive of their privacy, thus negatively impacting relationships with their parents [19].

Most research relating to children and online risks either groups children into broad age ranges [9, 29, 39, 43, 76, 87, 88], or mostly focuses on teens’ (as opposed to tweens’) online risks [36, 68]. The most comprehensive work to date exploring children’s online risks is The EU Kids Online project, which spans several European countries. Started in 2010, they conducted surveys about online habits and risks with European children aged 9–16 [39]. Using an updated survey, data collection was repeated with different samples between 2017 – 2019 [75]. From the most recent report, only 28% felt very confident in their ability to identify false information online, 25% reported having had a negative online interaction in the last year, and 23% reported being victims of an instance of cyberbullying in the last year, and 35% have been exposed to harmful content [75].

The 2015–2016 Global Kids Online pilot project [9] synthesises data about the internet habits of children aged 9–17, collected through different sources from several countries. In general, they find that younger children have more difficulty identifying misinformation, that many younger children were unaware of how to manage their privacy settings online, and a substantial minority of younger children had contact with unknown strangers. The report also reveals that few students had e-safety or digital literacy training at school, and therefore, most relied on peers for advice rather than teachers in these matters [9].

### 2.2.1 Content-contact-conduct risks (CCCR) model

Using findings from EU Kids Online, Hasebrink et al. [24] developed the content-contact-conduct model (Figure 1) to classify children’s various online risks. We briefly explain this model because we use it to structure some of our findings (Section 5.1) later in the paper.
The CCCR model treats risks as negative outcomes of transactions between children and online communicators, with each communicator providing content or a service to the child [24]. The model also takes into account the motivations of the communicator and role of the child during the online interaction. Communicators’ motivations represented by the model include commercial interests, aggression, sexuality, and values or ideology.

Children take one of the following roles in their online communication, which exposes them to different risks when combined with motivations of the communicators:

- **Content**: child is the recipient of communications (example risks: advertising, misinformation)
- **Contact**: child is a participant in online communications (example risks: online tracking, being harassed)
- **Conduct**: child is the actor in online communications and initiates contact with others (example risks: sending offensive messages, cyberbullying)

A limitation of the CCCR model, as noted by Hasebrink et al. [24], is that sometimes the boundaries between categories are not clear, and certain risks or issues may cut across different categories (e.g., aggression and sexuality can co-occur).

### 2.3 Teachers

Adults, such as parents and teachers, are primarily responsible for mitigating tweens’ technology risks, teaching them appropriate digital literacy skills, and providing them support so they become resilient and informed digital citizens [6, 7, 9, 12, 28]. However despite these expected roles, many teachers feel unprepared for this responsibility because they do not have the required cybersecurity knowledge or training to teach these concepts to tweens [14, 23, 28, 32, 66]. In a survey with 319 pre-service US teachers, Pusey and Sadera found that the majority had little knowledge of key cybersecurity terms such as phishing, social engineering, and bots [66]. Thus, governmental efforts at incorporating digital literacy into the curriculum will struggle with implementation, if teachers are not provided with proper training and resources.

However, very little work [14, 32] has actually looked at teachers’ realities in the classroom as they relate to children’s use of technology and online risks. Those that did explore this topic focused on teachers’ perceptions of classroom technologies [32], and did not explore the teacher-tween relationship in terms of online risks and digital literacy education. We found only one study exploring this relationship, but in a preliminary manner. Corradini et al. [14], conducted an online survey with 2,229 Italian primary,
middle, and high school teachers to understand their perceptions of students’ digital awareness. Teachers recognized the importance of improving students digital awareness, and thought that students should be taught to handle various types of technology risks such as cyberbullying, protecting personal information, and detecting misinformation. They also expressed needing training on these topics themselves [14]. However, Corradini et al.’s [14] survey did not explore teachers’ perceptions in depth.

### 2.4 Research Gap

Our work complements the EU Kids Online project by exploring the risks of Canadian tweens, thus focusing on the unique challenges of children aged 10–13 and providing insight from a different country. In addition, we explore these risks from the teachers’ perspectives, which was not covered by EU Kids Online. Our work also complements Corradini et al.’s [14] online survey by collecting rich qualitative data through different research methods.

### 3 METHODOLOGY

The study was cleared by our University’s Research Ethics Board (REB). We conducted 60-minute semi-structured interviews with 21 Canadian elementary school teachers, recruited from Facebook groups, teacher blogs and websites, and posters at our university and community centres. Two pilot interviews were conducted in November 2017. Results from these were used to make significant changes to the interview script. We also expanded the recruitment method (e.g., using social media and teacher blogs), and geographic area to reach a more diverse group of teachers across Canada. We obtained REB approval for the changes, and resumed the study. The remaining 19 participants completed the study between November 2018 and September 2019. Participants were compensated with a $50 Chapters bookstore e-gift card or an email INTERAC money transfer, depending on their preference.

The interviews were conducted as part of a larger study exploring tweens’ digital literacy and an educational game to teach about digital literacy. In this portion of our study, we sought to answer our three research questions.

#### 3.1 Interviews

The interviews consisted of the following main questions. Additional probing and follow-up questions were asked as needed, depending on the responses to the main questions.

1. What kind of issues are you seeing around tweens’ media use?
2. What types of problems are tweens bringing up in the classroom?
3. How do tweens bring up these problems to you or another teacher?
4. How do you (or another teacher) address these problems?
   a. How do the parents get involved?

The interviews were completed in person or via videoconferencing, whichever was most convenient for the teachers. Interviews were audio recorded, the recordings were transcribed using the automated transcription service Trint\(^1\), and we manually verified and corrected them as needed. We analyzed data from the final transcripts.

### 3.2 Participants

We recruited 21 teachers from eight different cities and four provinces across Canada, and from eighteen different schools (Table 1).

All had experience teaching grades 4-8 (M = 8 years). They had taught digital literacy to students formally as part of a course, informally through ad-hoc class discussions or integrating it with another subject. At the present, they were teaching grades 1-8. 48% (n = 10) of participants taught in private schools and 52% (n = 11) taught in public schools. Some (29%, n = 6) taught in private or public religious schools. One school followed the open-learning model, and was completely online, without a physical location. The majority of participants (86%, n = 18) were female and a few (14%, n = 3) were male, with a median age of 32 years, which is representative of this user population. All except one were employed full time at their school, and had worked there for at least 12 months. They were responsible for teaching multiple subjects, including Math, Language Arts, History, Technology, Science, Health, Religion, and Chemistry.

On average, teachers had 22 students in their classroom, with those in private schools having fewer (M = 18) than public schools (M = 25). Teachers regularly integrated technology into their classrooms, with the most common platforms being Google classroom, Chromebooks, Smartboards, and reading and math applications (e.g., Prodigy\(^2\), Readtheory\(^3\)). Teachers reported that their students used technology for an average of 10 hours each week for classroom activities such as taking notes, conducting research for projects, preparing presentations, collaborating with peers, and completing tests and assignments. They also used it in class to take photos, videos, and create media using software such as iMovie and GarageBand.

We used a 5-point Likert scale (1 = most negative, 5 = most positive) to capture self-reports of teachers’ comfort level with technology, and their knowledge of cybersecurity and digital literacy. Most reported being very competent with technology (M = 4.52, SD = 0.51), and had moderate knowledge of cybersecurity (M = 3.52, SD = 0.60) and digital literacy issues (M = 3.67, SD = 0.58).

### 4 ANALYSIS PROCESS

Our approach of analyzing responses to the interview questions was inspired by the Grounded theory method as described by Strauss and Corbin [79]. Analyzing data using Grounded Theory consists of three main stages: open, axial, and selective coding. In open coding, data is repeatedly reviewed to create unique categories (i.e., codes) emerging from the data. The open codes are then reviewed in axial coding to establish relationships between them. In the final stage of selective coding, the codes and their relationships are used to form a broader understanding of the data [79].

As is common when working with qualitative data in HCI [48], we started our analysis after data collection was complete (i.e., we did not employ theoretical sampling). Theoretical saturation was

---

\(^1\)https://trint.com
\(^2\)https://www.prodigygame.com
\(^3\)https://readtheory.org
reached at 21 participants; we observed no new insights from the last two participants.

4.1 Application of Grounded theory approach
We printed all the transcripts, and read the first 10 to develop a sense of the data. We then read 5 of these in more detail, while annotating interesting details within the margins. In terms of granularity, we coded participants’ response to each interview question, including any relevant information they provided at a later point in the interview. After annotating 5 transcripts, four top-level categories emerged from the annotated data:

**Issue:** the security and privacy issues reported by tweens,

**Discovery:** how teachers discovered these issues,

**Handling:** how teachers handled these issues,

**Consequences:** the potential consequences tweens received by the teacher and/or the school.
We organized our results to specifically address each of our three research questions.

5 RESULTS

We organize our results to specifically address each of our three research questions.

5.1 Addressing RQ1: Risks

Teachers described having witnessed various risks tweens face when using digital media, including cyberbullying, communicating with strangers online, pranks, exposure to sexual or violent content, and misinformation. Many of these risks were also identified in Hasebrink et al.’s [24] work on understanding the online risks of European children. We explore them for Canadian children, and we conceptualized the research, collected data, and had accumulated sufficient data on risks to explore the domain, as was the case in our work.

5.1.1 Conduct risks. Conduct risks were the most common type of risks teachers observed among tweens. Specifically, they reported tweens participating in cyberbullying, sexting, and sharing pornography with their peers.

Cyberbullying: Teachers explained that one of the biggest problems they observed among tweens was using digital media to exchange mean messages, make fun of others, fight over friends, and participate in “drama”. All these behaviours are considered cyberbullying, and can have serious consequences on the psychological and physical well-being of everyone involved [26, 62, 80, 86]. Most incidents reported by teachers happened over group chats or in private messages, since most tweens are just beginning to use more public forms of social media.

Teachers reported a spectrum of cyberbullying incidents, ranging from innocent jokes to more serious forms of harassment, such as racist comments being exchanged on social media. A teacher shared several incidents to demonstrate the range of issues she handles:

“... only girls involved. There was one student sending a message to two other students where they are just kind of judging them and commenting on something that they were wearing or also on one student’s voice as well. Yeah, so like, ‘your voice is so annoying’ or like ‘why would you act this way?’ and just passing judgement and it was done through text.” (p4)

At the more severe end of the spectrum, we heard about public racist comments.

“It was two boys, and it actually became a cultural thing. [...] They were going back and forth on Instagram [making racist comments], but neither family knew that their child had Instagram.” (p4)

Because this happened publicly over social media, other tweens were able to view this exchange, and brought it to the teacher’s attention, who then informed the parents and the principal.

As opposed to cyberbullying with teens [88], our data suggests that most cyberbullying incidents with tweens were unintentional, where those involved did not know their behaviour was considered cyberbullying. They were trying to act cool in front of their peers, or they did not consider how others would perceive their actions.

Teachers felt that tweens need more education about cyberbullying, especially about nuanced situations which may be unclear to them. Regardless of intent, even minor cyberbullying incidents can be quite distressing to the recipient, as illustrated by an incident between two 11-year-old, which spanned several days, and made the recipient physically ill.

“A group chat between two Grade 6 students got to a very violent level, and the little girl was throwing up every night and it was just very very scary. And when they were caught [...] the little girls burst into tears and said ‘Oh my God! I’m so happy that you found out’. And you think ‘they’re 11 years old’. But you read through these text conversations and it looks like you’re reading a conversation between a bunch of adults.” (p14)

These tweens engaged in online behaviour that was not age-appropriate and they did not have the skills to disengage. Contrary to older teens [37], they were relieved to have adults step in to help diffuse the situation. Teachers expressed that several aspects of technology make cyberbullying worse than offline bullying. For example, since tweens have access to technology after school, cyberbullying is more persistent, as they are unable to escape it at home.

“We are seeing that the issues coming up in person are not just ending there anymore. They can carry on because for middle school students, Grade 6,7,8, it’s very common, especially in our schools, for the kids to all have cellphones. So it just doesn’t stop at 3:45 when the school day ends.” (p4)

When incidents take place publicly, either on social media or in group chats, anyone can participate, which can further increase the intensity of the situation. This combined with the ability to
In most cases, peers were the targets of tweens’ cyberbullying, with those involved knowing each other in real life. We saw little evidence of tweens harassing strangers they had met solely online. In some cases, educators were the target of tweens’ harassment. For example, a student frustrated with a teacher posted something negative about them on social media. While students have always expressed frustrations about their teachers, traditionally this took place in school hallways, for example. When these comments are made publicly online, they can have negative professional consequences for teachers as parents and employers may be able to access them.

**Sexting and sharing pornography:** Teachers described several incidents of tweens sexting or sharing pornography with their peers. For example, one teacher described an incident of a girl sending inappropriate pictures to several boys:

“She had been sending these photos to people [...]. Like they were provocative photos. And, who knows what she was thinking when she took them. Maybe she didn’t see the photos as being provocative because she sees these on covers of magazines and things like that. So then it’s bringing her parents in to let them know that their daughter’s doing this.” (p9)

Tweens can be exposed to or share sexual content with their peers, before they are psychologically and emotionally mature to understand it. While this may also occur offline, it is less frequent, typically requires more effort, and is more challenging to share. Our teachers did describe several cases where recipients of unsolicited sexual content reported it to their parents or teachers, indicating that some tweens are comfortable discussing these issues with adults to some extent.

Teachers discussed how sexting can lead to negative long-term consequences for tweens, such as damage to their reputation, cyberbullying, and revenge porn. One teacher from a small town described an incident where a middle school girl sexted a photo to her boyfriend, who then shared it with his friends. This incident followed her through high school and into the workplace, damaging her reputation and relationships.

“It follows them all the way through high school and they can’t get away from it. The girls that I’ve known that have had that happen, it’s hurt them forever, like all the way through their high school and they’ve never gotten away from it. To me that’s the most harmful thing [...]. I’ve seen people completely socially isolate themselves, like they become an outcast. It hurts all their friendships and their potential future relationships and even employers here start hearing about that kind of stuff.” (p12)

Another teacher explained her anxiety over how to handle such situations in the classroom:

“I always try to keep it in the back of my mind, it’s just like, ‘how am I going to deal with it if that does come up in the discussion’. It frightens me honestly, as the teacher who is teaching digital literacy. The idea of that being a potential thing that is talked about

### Table 2: Example of how interview excerpts were coded to answer our research questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of Codes</th>
<th>RQs addressed</th>
<th>Example Code</th>
<th>Example Excerpt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>Exchanging mean messages</td>
<td>“Lots of kids [are] commenting rude stuff. [They are] sending each other nasty texts. The biggest issue is online bullying and stuff.” (p14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>Student brought it to teacher</td>
<td>“When it’s gotten too far, the proof will come into the school. Sometimes there’s proof, and sometimes there’s not. It would be like a screenshot of Snapchat, so it would be a conversation. And then, when the proof has been brought forward then you can act on it in a disciplinary manner.” (p11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>RQ2 and RQ3</td>
<td>Informed the principal</td>
<td>“So the group chat was sent to me. The next step is that I alert the administration right away. If there is any certain thing, at any time, that makes my spidey sense go a little bit nuts, especially since it was documented: ‘he said, she said, you said, you’re a b word, you are not a b word’. So, then basically it goes to the administration’s hands, to be honest.” (p6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequences</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>Tech privileges revoked</td>
<td>“We had a child one year who was looking up pretty inappropriate pictures of women online. So we talked with his parents, and then he was really limited in his usage at school. He was also told that if he continued he would lose the use of [his] iPad, and he would have to use a desktop computer for completing assignments which he did not want to do.” (p12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in class, and the fallout from that, does weigh in the back of my mind sometimes.” (p8)

5.1.2 Contact risks. Teachers described only two contact risks, where adults targeted and communicated with tweens. These included: talking to strangers online and being targeted with misinformation.

Communicating with strangers: Teachers reported instances of tweens communicating with strangers online despite knowing the risks of this behaviour in the real world, as explained by one teacher:

“They think it’s totally fine to talk to somebody on the Internet they don’t know, without any research, when they’re doing games or things. Although, that being said, they [either] also automatically assume that the persons are totally fine or trying to kidnap them, like there’s no in-between.” (p7)

Tweens communicate with strangers online primarily to socialize with people who have similar interests. This type of communication allows them to interact with and learn from diverse communities, but it may also expose them to risks that they are unprepared to handle. Thankfully, most incidents reported by our teachers were minor. However, one teacher described a high-risk incident where a girl contacted strangers on social media looking for her parent, with whom she did not have any contact:

“I had a student, her parent was not at all involved in her life, had zero custody over her. She was looking for her parent on the Internet, searching her parent’s name. She was messaging with people she didn’t know, who were much older than her.” (p6)

Detecting misinformation: Teachers reported that tweens are very susceptible to misinformation online, and often do not know how to fact-check information shared with them. Misinformation targeted at tweens often takes the form of viral challenges and hoaxes, which were described to be especially problematic by teachers. The latest significant case of misinformation they described was the Momo challenge, a viral internet hoax about self-harm [25, 69]. It leads people to believe that a creepy doll called Momo randomly appears in YouTube videos and encourages children to commit suicide. Teachers reported this hoax creating fear among tweens, leading them to initiate class discussions about misinformation online.

“The Momo was a big topic for a long period of time and how kids were believing stories that were about Momo that was true or not true. Lots of kids took it very seriously and then a couple weeks later, we realized it was just a hoax. But some kids were genuinely scared.” (p16)

Tweens’ fear in the Momo was partially fueled by parents and other adults, who also believed the misinformation. Thus, the responsibility fell on teachers to correct the misinformation, and reassure tweens. Some teachers stated that they stay informed about dangerous viral challenges and proactively discuss them with their students, while others take a more a reactive approach, addressing issues as they come up in the classroom.

Respecting copyright: In Grades 4-6, students begin to use information from websites, blogs, and multimedia to complete their school work. However, teachers described several incidents where students plagiarized entire essays, by copying information verbatim from websites. They expressed that this primarily occurred because students did not understand copyright rules, but in some cases, they did it knowingly and hoped not to get caught.

“They’re still not fully understanding what plagiarism is. They’re not really understanding that they can’t just copy and paste from a site and put it in their report. So that’s kind of a big challenge, teaching that and finding the resources to say how we do this.” (p6)

Teachers expressed that this was an issue in older grades as well, requiring them to re-educate students throughout high school, so that they have a good understanding of it before entering university, where the consequences of plagiarism are more severe.

5.1.3 Content risks. Our teachers described three types of content risks experienced by tweens online: exposure to sexual content, aggressive content, and advertising.

Sexual content: The main content risk for tweens, as described by teachers, was exposure to unwanted sexual content. Tweens may encounter this content unintentionally, often from using problematic keywords in a search engine. For example, teachers explained that due to tweens’ developing reading skills, they commonly used the image search results in search engines, which has a higher chance of showing inappropriate sexual content.

Tweens also use the internet to explore their sexuality, and may intentionally seek out sexual content. While being curious about sexual topics is a normal part of tweens’ development, our data shows that searching for this information online may expose them to unwanted content and risks if they do not possess the appropriate digital literacy skills and psychological maturity. Several teachers expressed concerns over these behaviours, and described incidents where tweens looked up this type of information during class.

“We had one child one year who was looking up like pretty inappropriate pictures of women online. […] I think he was just doing it to be really silly and to show everyone what he could do. And then he was also told that if he continued that he would lose the use of iPad and he would have to use a desktop computer for completing assignments which he did not want to do.” (p7)

When tweens look up sexual information online during class, they may inadvertently expose their peers to this information, requiring the teacher to explain it to the rest of the class. In many cases, teachers felt unprepared to have these conversations with middle school students.

Aggressive content: Although tweens are also exposed to aggressive, violent content on social media or YouTube, our teachers were most focused on multi-player games such as Roblox [13] and Fortnite [18], which are popular among tweens. Since tweens are particularly susceptible to behaviour modeling [4], teachers stated that viewing aggressive content leads some to engage in aggressive behaviours with their peers in real life or on digital platforms. This
is especially problematic on all-ages digital platforms such as multiplayer games, where tweens may learn aggressive behaviours and language from adults, and believe them to be socially acceptable. One teacher explained a situation of tweens modelling aggressive behaviours from Roblox.

“So they see the other people doing it, and they mimic those actions, which is teaching them that it’s OK to do that. And usually [they are learning from] older people because you never know who you’re playing with online. [...] So I do see a lot more aggression for the kids that are playing games like that.” (p13)

Advertising: Tweens often use search engines to research material for school projects. As part of this process, teachers explained that tweens often encounter advertising on websites, and are unable to differentiate between advertising and legitimate content on the website, making them unknowingly susceptible to marketing or other outside influences. One teacher described such a situation, where tweens were looking up interest rate information for a bank.

“We have all this information coming at us that they’re like, ‘click on it!’. When they first saw the [advertising] pop-up, they were like ‘Look what I found!’ [...] They thought they searched and that’s what they got as a result of the search. Kind of is, but it was aimed at them, rather than finding it.” (p6)

5.2 Addressing RQ2: Mitigation strategies

5.2.1 Reactive approaches. Teachers described two main approaches they used to handle risky situations with tweens: addressing it on their own or escalating it to the principal. They explained that the approach used depended on several factors, such as the type and severity of the incident, level of exposure to other tweens, and whether it was a recurring behaviour for those involved.

“I think it’s kind of on a case by case basis, and it depends on the severity of the issue. If it’s kids being mean online, it’s usually [...] just a ‘meet with the kids’ kind of situation. So if it continues, then it will get escalated. We’ll bring in the school resource officer or the school counselor more appropriately and then if it escalates, it goes to [the] admin.” (p20)

Of the incidents described, teachers considered contact risks such as cyberbullying and sexting to be the most severe, because these had more severe consequences for the tweens involved. Since these incidents are also included in the Canadian Criminal Code [55], many schools involved the police if they considered a situation to be severe, in terms of the emotional, physical, and social harm to those involved.

“[..] lingerie shots are considered pornographic. As are of course nudes. So the police have to be involved because the children are over 12 and anybody over 12 that’s doing stuff like that can be actually charged under the Criminal Code. Same with the cyberbullying. They can also be charged, particularly if they use certain words. Or if it’s homophobic or whatever.” (p10)

These schools often had pre-existing relationships with the police, and their involvement was primarily to educate. However, when tweens showed a clear disregard for the law and repeatedly engaged in negative behaviours, they faced more severe consequences such as expulsion, and possible criminal charges.

5.2.2 Proactive approaches. To protect tweens from engaging in risky behaviours, schools monitored their use of technology, and used community learning experiences, workshops, and invited guest speakers to improve their digital literacy.

Monitoring use of technology: Some schools disallowed students from using their personal devices, in an effort to reduce technology-related distractions, and to deter tweens from participating in drama or cyberbullying at school. One teacher explained such policy at her school:

“We’re not a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) school so that’s one area that we don’t really have an issue with. If they have a cell phone, it needs to be in their bag. If someone uses it in class, it gets confiscated, sent to the office, and you go pick it up at the end of the day. I don’t like to keep it in my desk in case it does go missing [...] if I give it to the principal, it’s out of my hands. And then if it gets stolen off his desk, it’s not my responsibility.” (p3)

Even with strict policies, teachers were responsible for monitoring students’ device use and for enforcing the rules. For example, they would ban devices in certain classes (e.g., gym, drama), to prevent students from taking embarrassing photos and videos of each other, and possibly sharing them. Teachers also felt extra responsibility given that mobile devices are expensive and frequent targets for theft.

On school issued devices, some schools implemented filters to control tweens’ access to websites and to monitor their online activities, while others found these limiting to tweens’ intellectual development. Teachers had mixed reactions in response to these filters. Some used them to minimize distractions in class and to manage student behaviours. Others felt that the filters are not representative of the real-world, where children are able to freely explore the internet. One such teacher explained:

“We don’t have filters in the school system, because I believe the school board thinks the kids should have that freedom to do that research or to collect that information. As educators, we have to be proactive and let them know that there is no firewall or there is no protection.” (p10)

The debate here revolves around whether tweens should be kept in a digital “walled garden” to protect them, or be given freedom but taught coping skills, recognizing that some mistakes will be made. Filters can also interfere with pedagogy if it impedes access to legitimate resources that the teacher wants to use (e.g., some YouTube videos are educational).

Community learning experiences: In addition to monitoring tweens’ technology use, schools also made efforts to increase tweens’ awareness of risky behaviours, and improve their critical thinking skills, thereby creating more empowered digital citizens. One such approach was community learning experiences, where
teachers discussed with the entire class incidents that took place within their school or that were popular in the media. After presenting an incident, teachers asked students what they would do, and then discussed possible preventative strategies. Using this approach, teachers leveraged real-life incidents as teaching moments, because they found that tweens’ learned best from the experience of their peers, as they could relate to them. For example, one teacher described using this approach to discuss sexting with tweens:

“Last year we had a student in Grade 6 sending naked pictures of herself to some boys in the school. And obviously, one of the boys finally came to a teacher and said ‘hey this is going on’. So we approached the parents [...]. We brought in a school resource officer, and had a whole kind of conference as a school, not just for this one student, but as the school, on what that can look like, what [can happen by] putting something online or putting something through an app, even an app like Snapchat that deletes it.” (p20)

We note that when this approach is used, teachers must protect the privacy of all parties involved. They should also obtain permission from tweens’ and their parents, to ensure they are not further harmed or triggered by reliving the incident when it is discussed broadly with the school. Although teachers did not explicitly express this as a concern, they did describe situations where students and their parents became upset when a teaching moment violated students’ privacy. For example, a teacher described an online safety talk, where the speaker, a police officer, included students’ social media photos in his presentation without their permission:

“The guy that we had at the time was very upfront. We were all in the gym watching, grade 7 and 8 students, and he started showing pictures of the kids on the screen: a picture of a kid at camp, a picture of a kid from a birthday party [...]. The kids were like ‘Where did you get my photo? Where did you get that?’ One of the pictures showed a boy sitting in a hot tub [...]. The kid was really embarrassed about it. [...] And the mom called the school and the community officer and was just livid and said ‘How dare you show that?’ And he said ‘well the ironic thing is I got that off [your/mom’s] Facebook page!’.” (p12)

**Workshops:** Some teachers helped create school-wide workshops to proactively address common issues. In most cases, these workshops were developed in collaboration with the school librarian, resource officer, or psychologist, who could provide students with additional support on specific topics. Teachers expressed that tweens’ engaged in risky behaviours either because of low digital literacy skills, or due to their developing psychosocial and communication skills. For example, teachers stated that many cyberbullying incidents take place because of tweens’ poor self-regulation and conflict resolution skills, prompting them to design workshops to address these issues:

“We have a great school psychologist who comes in 2.5 days a week. That’s part of my job too, as I am the student life coordinator. So the two of us have identified this as a need for Grade 6 around social dynamics: How do you solve social conflicts? How do you treat one another? How do you act face-to-face? How do you act online?” (p4)

When discussing how to improve tweens’ psychosocial and communication skills, teachers noted that digital media has introduced new psychosocial skills for tweens. For example, many teachers expressed that tweens must now learn how to interpret and understand tone in online communications, which is difficult to do, even for adults. One teacher explained, how the absence of this skill can lead to inadvertent cases of cyberbullying:

“Students are not reading the tone of people properly and not understanding when someone says, ‘I’m trying to sleep now. You need to stop messaging me and harassing me while I’m asleep’ or ‘I’m working. Like stop harassing me or bothering me while I’m working, I’m trying to get stuff done’. And that can definitely be classified as harassment and bullying.” (p8)

**School resource officers (SROs) and guest speakers:** Teachers also reported inviting speakers, such as cybersecurity experts and public health professionals to discuss certain digital literacy topics with tweens. These speakers usually came to the school once a year to speak to different grades, and were invited back as needed. In general, teachers liked using guest speakers, because they felt that students needed to hear online safety information from third parties, in addition to parents and teachers. As one teacher explained:

“So hearing it from somebody else, sometimes makes a bigger impact, especially if it’s somebody that they’re taught to have respect for, like the police. I like that they can talk about the legal aspects, and they often give very specific local examples without naming names.” (p12)

The most commonly involved third-party were school resource officers, who are police officers responsible for safety and crime prevention in schools [10]. SROs act as law enforcement, educators, and counselors in schools. Most teachers described them being used in the latter two roles. Although, if students participated in violence or illegal activities, then the SROs were involved as law enforcement. Teachers only described two such incidents. One case involved drug dealing on campus, where a group of tweens posted Snapchat videos of themselves doing drugs. In another case, a student distraught over a romantic relationship brought a knife to school with the intent to harm someone, and was discovered by teachers because she posted about it on social media beforehand. In both these cases, the students were expelled, and they faced more severe repercussions from the SROs.

Recently, the SRO program has received criticisms for increasing negative interactions between youth and police and criminalizing traditional disciplinary issues, thereby exacerbating the school-to-prison pipeline [70]. There is also evidence that these programs disproportionately affect minorities from low socioeconomic status [2, 16, 84], making these students feel anxious and less safe in schools with SROs [82]. While the majority of our participants had positive perceptions of SROs, some echoed the concerns from the literature. From a pedagogical perspective, teachers explained that SROs typically focus on threats and behaviours considered to be criminal, and some use scare tactics, which can give tweens an
exaggerated sense of possible threats. This approach can also make tweens fearful of using technology. As one teacher explained:

“The idea can get into their heads where it’s like, ‘well, I went online once and then you know the scary 60 year-old guy in the woods comes along and then you’re kidnapped’ [...] It just goes from innocent chat room to kidnap [...]. ‘No. Guys, like there are other issues of data sharing, privacy, things that maybe we also need to talk about before.’ “ (p8)

Recent criticisms of SROs, as part of larger conversations around police brutality, have prompted school boards in Canada to revisit their SRO programs, with some cancelling the programs completely due to them being problematic and ineffective [21, 50, 51]. Since many SROs were also the primary source of online safety training, their termination will leave a gap which will need to be addressed by teachers.

5.3 Addressing RQ3: Teachers’ preparedness

For teachers to effectively help tweens deal with online risks, and teach them safe digital behaviours, they need to have support from their administration, appropriate training, and access to resources. We review how well our teachers were supported across these three factors.

5.3.1 Support from administration. We consider support both in terms of the resources available to teachers, and the direct assistance provided by school administration in handling risky tween behaviours.

In dealing with risky behaviours, teachers only involved principals in more serious cases of cyberbullying, sexting, distribution of pornography, violence, or illegal activities. When this happened, teachers generally found the principals to be supportive in helping them deal with these situations. In most cases, the principal took over, communicating with the parents, tweens, and other relevant parties such as the SROs or the school psychologist.

However, when it came to digital literacy education, teachers reported that administrators were reactive rather than proactive. When an incident occurred, either in the school or within the broader community, teachers were asked to discuss it with tweens. Beyond that, teachers were provided with very little direction in terms of what tweens should learn. As one teacher explained:

“It’s really sad, but the only time it ever comes up will be when something has happens. Like, I don’t know, a kid watching Netflix in class. So like email comes out and ‘I need teachers to be extra vigilant. The kids are doing this in class now’ [...] It’s when there’s a negative thing, it’s like not [a] precaution.” (p9)

This reactive approach was also largely applicable to the training and resources provided to teachers by administrators.

5.3.2 Training. Most teachers reported not receiving any pre-service or on-the-job training prior to teaching digital literacy to tweens. They reported learning to teach these topics from experience, using resources they had accumulated over time. Typically, school boards did not provide teachers with any training opportunities, and those interested had to seek them out, and complete them on their own time. This high opportunity cost of training combined with teachers’ already busy schedules, makes it inaccessible to the majority, as explained by one teacher:

“The tough part is that they’re all outside of regular school hours, so you’re gonna get the people who are interested and want to invest their time. But that closes doors for a lot of people who maybe would find it really useful, but can’t because of personal commitments. Or by 4:30 they’re exhausted and the last thing they want to do is go sit in a classroom for two hours listening to somebody else talking.” (p12)

We note that our participants were highly motivated and experienced in teaching digital literacy, and while many expressed the importance of digital literacy training, only a few had voluntarily participated in training opportunities due to the high opportunity costs. Thus, those new to teaching security and privacy are less likely to have any formal training on the subject, before teaching it to tweens.

Our teachers also lacked access to informal training opportunities within their schools, such as mentorship programs between experienced and new teachers. In fact, many teachers expressed that they teach in silos, where teachers do not share resources and are unaware of each other’s teaching practices, meaning that teachers do not have opportunities to learn from each other. As one teacher explained, while discussing the inclusion of digital literacy education across subjects:

“It should be every curriculum teacher’s responsibility. [...] I mean, if somebody comes in and talks to me about it, we’re so segregated in silos, but if we’re using these tools we need to show [students] no matter what subject we’re teaching.” (p5)

5.3.3 Resources. When designing their digital literacy lessons, teachers expressed that they typically use resources from their personal collection accumulated over time. Teachers who did not have these accumulated resources described the process of finding them as follows:

“It’s self-taught. So whenever I need to do a lesson, let me see what’s online. I’ll take a little bit from here, little bit from there and sort of morph it together and make a lesson. Teachers notoriously beg, borrow, and steal. So I mean the Internet’s your best friend.” (p3)

Thus, teachers used Google to search for lesson plans and activities for their targeted digital literacy topics. This, combined with the lack of training, places new teachers at a significant disadvantage. Due to these challenges, some teachers may teach these topics only at a superficial level, just to meet their curriculum requirement, as explained by one teacher when discussing the approach of her peers:

“I need to fill in a digital literacy mark [from the curriculum]. Okay, I need them to critique this. Okay, I did one lesson, mark done, move on.” (p5)

This illustrates that just because digital literacy is included in the curriculum, does not mean that tweens are actually acquiring the required competencies. In general, teachers reported that schools do not provide them with a central repository of relevant ready-to-use educational resources. The exception to this were the digital
citizenship and cyberbullying resources provided by the Ontario Physical and Health Education Association (OPHEA) [63]. Despite being outdated (last updated in the late 1990s), these resources were still being used by teachers in the province of Ontario, who had positive perceptions of them.

Teachers also expressed purchasing digital literacy resources from Teachers-Pay-Teachers (TPT) [81], an international online marketplace for original classroom resources designed by teachers. As explained by one participant, teachers liked TPT because they could easily obtain resources that met their curriculum, and they were willing to pay out of their pocket for this convenience:

"Hundreds of dollars spent on teachers-pay-teachers. Because it takes you so long to create a unit, I would rather buy a unit that someone already created for the Ontario curriculum that has all the activities and the cumulative tasks and all the information. [...] I might not teach it exactly like they lay it out, but it gives me like a framework to go off of. Because it takes days to make a unit. [...] Like there's just literally only so many hours in the day and some things are worth paying for." (p18)

Our data suggests that, overall, private school teachers seemed to have more assistance from their staff of IT professionals, psychologists, librarians, and clerics, in helping them design their digital literacy lessons. They also had memberships to certain organizations, which provided access to additional resources. For example, one teacher reported that by being a member of the International Baccalaureate Programme (IBP) [64], her school received access to resources and guides from the IBP.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Technology domains

The interconnectivity provided by technology has led to a shift in societal norms, where the lines between work and home are increasingly blurred [30]. Our conversations with teachers revealed that this is also happening in schools, especially those using BYOD. Specifically, we noticed that when describing issues children experienced on digital media, teachers discussed issues relating to educational technology (e.g., learning management systems, Google classroom) and children’s personal devices and media (e.g., mobile device, social media) interchangeably. Similar patterns emerged in their handling of these issues in schools. Essentially, we observed that teachers did not differentiate between issues children experienced on educational technology or their personal devices and media. This could be attributed to the increased use of BYOD devices in schools and the lack of filtering on school-owned devices. For BYOD schools, teachers expressed that while it was difficult to monitor children’s activities on these devices, their benefits — such as personalized learning opportunities — outweighed the risks. Teachers monitored the use of these devices in class, but children were allowed to use them unsupervised during breaks, which they acknowledged made it difficult for children to be present. Children were also more easily distracted in class when personal conversations continued over digital media while children completed school work on their devices. (e.g., social media notifications during a lesson).

Most technology risks reported by teachers concerned children’s personal devices and media, and did not include the risks they face on educational platforms, such as Google classroom, which was the most common platform used in our schools. When mentioned, teachers discussed these platforms in the context of children using them to engage in risky behaviours (e.g., looking up inappropriate images on Google), and not in terms of the inherent privacy risks they pose to children. For example, teachers did not discuss how Google and Apple products (e.g., iPads) largely integrated into Canadian schools present considerable privacy concerns, such as how schools monitor children’s technology use [42], and the types of data they collect and share with the technology vendors [44, 91]. With regards to monitoring tools, several teachers reported using them to monitor children’s activities on school-owned devices, and perceived them as a protective mechanism for children. Those who did not use these tools or stopped using them did so because they found them to be ineffective, and not because of their privacy implications for children. We speculate that our participants’ lack of discussion on the risks of educational technology could be attributed to several factors: (i) Teachers may not have an in-depth knowledge of the privacy risks posed by these technologies, which is consistent with prior work [32]. While our participants had experience teaching digital literacy, they reported having a moderate knowledge of digital literacy and cybersecurity issues, mostly learned through workshops or the media. (ii) Teachers focused on risks which affect their daily teaching life, which happened to be the risks children experience on their personal devices and social media.

6.2 Tweens: growing up digital

Most of the issues reported by teachers were the result of tweens engaging in typical tween behaviours which became risky because they occurred over digital media. For example, during pre-adolescence, it is normal for tweens to explore their sexuality, however when they do so over technology (e.g., searching for certain terms), it exposes them to new risks, and these normal pre-adolescent behaviours are perceived as a transgressive by the adults around them. In this sense, tweens are discovering their identities, developing their social skills, and relationships while making mistakes along the way. However, the consequences of their mistakes are amplified, and they are making these mistakes in front of an audience, with potential long-lasting impacts due to the associated digital trail.

6.2.1 Psychosocial development with technology. We note three properties of technology that exacerbate tweens’ mistakes or amplifies common behaviours on digital media: being always-connected, public, and permanent.

**Always-connected:** When tweens have constant access to technology, minor incidents can quickly escalate, because those involved do not get a chance to take a step back, reflect on what is happening, and respond appropriately. As their self-regulation skills are still developing [78], tweens can get easily overwhelmed by what is happening in a situation, and respond immediately without thinking of the long-term consequences or how their actions might be perceived by others. Teachers expressed this as the trigger behind the most common incidents they addressed (e.g., cyberbullying).

This need to be always connected to technology, can be partially perpetuated by FoMO (Fear of Missing Out) [65], where tweens are
afraid of missing or being left-out of social situations. Over 20% of Canadian tweens even sleep with their cellphones [76] ostensibly due to FoM0. However, in addition to being detrimental to tweens’ overall well-being, being always-connected to technology can also lead to more social issues, which often overflow into school and become the responsibility of teachers. Thus, we believe that some of these issues could be reduced by parents modelling positive technology behaviours at home and establishing rules around screen time. Establishing these rules and boundaries during pre-adolescence may help children in later stages of adolescence when their lives become more complex.

Public: With technology, tweens are under constant surveillance from their peers, family, and teachers, who may broadcast their mistakes to a wider audience, either intentionally or unintentionally, without the tween’s permission. In these situations, tweens never intended for their mistake or vulnerable moments to become public and when they did, tweens felt their privacy was violated, often by trusted parties. Teachers reported that many of the issues they dealt with happened because tweens did not respect each others’ privacy, and these privacy violations had more severe consequences over digital media than in person. For example, in many situations tweens publicized the private photos or conversations of their peers without their permission. These incidents suggest that issues surrounding personal and social boundaries are especially problematic on digital media.

The public nature of technology may also encourage tweens to participate in more attention-seeking or status-seeking behaviours than they would under other circumstances, as they seek approval from peers and perform for a digital audience. Attention-seeking and status-seeking are normal characteristic behaviours of tween development, but these may also draw unwanted, undesirable, or dangerous attention when they take place online, including from predatory adults. For example, our teachers described a situation where a tween posted a suicidal photo on social media in a moment of frustration, due to a difficult home situation. Teachers checked in with the tween, but also had larger conversations with her about the potential consequences of these posts in terms of drawing the attention of individuals encouraging self-harm, some of which specifically target tweens.

Permanent: Tweens’ behaviours on digital platforms are somewhat permanent due to the digital trail, and can follow them into adulthood. Teachers expressed this as a particular concern, explaining that tweens do not actually understand the potential long-term consequences of their actions. However, perhaps expecting tweens to understand these potential long-term consequences is unrealistic considering their developing cognitive skills and limited life experience. Instead, there needs to be a shift in social norms, where minor errors in judgement by tweens on digital media are not used as a factor in decisions that could have significant impact on their future, such as employment opportunities and college admissions. This also suggests a need for additional features on digital platforms in terms of facilitating control (or even automatic deletion) of digital trails, especially for youth.

Despite some of the negative implications of the digital trail for tweens, teachers in our study also had positive perceptions of it because it helped them discover problematic tween behaviours, so they could intervene and provide assistance. We found that teachers often encouraged tweens to take screenshots of problematic digital behaviours, and report them to a teacher or parent. Having a digital trail as evidence also helped teachers in handling these situations and deliver appropriate consequences to the tweens involved. This leads to an interesting dynamic where tweens are encouraged to capture potential ‘evidence’ on one hand, but are also being taught to respect other people’s privacy and to ask for consent. Thus, it may be challenging for tweens to navigate these seemingly contradictory behaviours.

6.3 Implications for teachers

6.3.1 Wide range of digital literacy skills: Teachers are required to teach a wide range of digital literacy and online security, privacy, and safety skills that cannot simply be captured in one class. These lessons instead must span multiple different subjects, ranging from Health, Language Arts, to Technology. Thus, teaching tweens digital literacy skills then becomes the responsibility of several teachers in the school, who must collaborate and engage in co-teaching activities to ensure that they adequately cover all aspects of digital literacy. Based on our conversations with teachers, this rarely happens, despite being desired. In reality, most teachers are teaching in silos, often creating their own class materials addressing topics which they consider to be most important at the time.

In addition to teaching how to use technology, teachers also need to educate tweens about new social norms that dictate the responsible use of technology in society. Teachers expressed that digital literacy education among tweens should include development of interpersonal skills, as their absence particularly exacerbates communication and interpersonal issues among tweens.

Teachers explained that teaching certain digital literacy topics was more challenging compared to others, requiring them to adopt different instructional strategies depending on the topic. They found teaching topics such as copyright to be the easiest, because the correct or incorrect choices are clear, making them easier to comprehend for children. For these topics, passive strategies were used to present the material, followed by hands-on activities to practice the learned material. However, many digital literacy topics involve nuanced situations without a clear “correct” answer, requiring teachers to encourage critical thinking skills in children. Teachers found these topics to be most challenging to teach, requiring more effort, and the use of creative experiential learning techniques. One such topic was digital citizenship, which includes teaching children good digital etiquette and social interaction strategies with others online. Given the significant cases of cyberbullying described by our participants, teachers found this to be a particularly important topic for tweens, one where they need to be taught empathy for others, to look at things from someone else’s perspective, and strategies to diffuse emotionally charged situations. Given the complexities of these skills, teachers found they were best taught using experiential learning techniques, where children were provided different online situations, and the opportunity to make different choices and learn how their choices would affect others. One such technique used by teachers was role-playing, where children took on different roles to act out a situation provided by the teacher. This is an area where HCI designers, such as those in
game design and virtual reality, can help by designing experiential digital literacy activities for educators.

It is impossible, and arguably unwise, to shield tweens from all online risks. Thus, in supporting tweens through adolescence, we should instead be building their resilience, so that they are better prepared to address risks and handle any negative consequences resulting from these risks [89]. To build resilience in tweens, teachers must build rapport and create safe spaces that allow tweens to discuss their online experiences, and receive support from teachers. From a pedagogical perspective, teachers should use educational approaches that allow tweens to practice their critical thinking skills, instead of using a solely prohibitionary approach towards technology. However, from our interviews with teachers, we found that many did use prohibitionary approaches, and our data shows that this could be because they have low digital literacy skills themselves or lack the appropriate training to discuss these issues with tweens.

6.3.2 Parents as partners. Most of the issues reported by teachers originated outside of the classroom, with teachers often being notified only when the situation became severe. Given this, teachers viewed parents as having a key role in helping mitigate and prevent risky tween behaviours. Specifically, they expressed that parents should have regular conversations with tweens about positive technology behaviours, and offer support to build resilience. They also saw parents as having an active role in improving tweens’ overall digital literacy. To do this, some teachers shared digital literacy resources with parents through Twitter or their teaching blogs.

However, while teachers wanted parents to be involved, they acknowledged that not all parents have the necessary digital literacy skills to do so, or that the tweens might not be comfortable openly discussing their risky digital behaviours with their parents. In these cases, teachers became the ‘first responders’ to tweens’ risky behaviours and their primary sources of support. To maintain positive rapport with tweens, teachers did not always notify or involve parents when tweens encountered a problematic situation on digital media. They preferred to only involve parents for more severe cases that placed the tween or others in harm.

6.4 Implications for schools

6.4.1 Provide digital literacy framework. We found that most teachers taught digital literacy haphazardly, with reactive approaches to address issues as they arose. The topics addressed were also heavily influenced by the media, and consisted of more sensationalized topics, such as online predators and the exploitation of tweens. While these topics are important, they often overshadowed other important digital literacy topics, such as online tracking and data privacy.

We also found inconsistency in terms of how digital literacy was addressed by different schools, even those within the same school board. Thus, we believe that schools would benefit from a digital literacy framework to provide teachers with more direction and guidance in terms of how to teach digital literacy skills competencies as laid out in the curriculum. Addressing this need in Canada, we note efforts towards the creation of the USE, UNDERSTAND & CREATE framework by MediaSmarts — a not-for-profit organization that promotes digital and media literacy in Canadian homes and schools. This comprehensive framework provides teachers with advice on how to integrate digital literacy in K-12 [46]. While this framework has been available since 2015, our conversations with teachers suggest that more effort needs to be invested in promoting and implementing it in individual schools and school districts.

Schools should also provide teachers with empirically validated tools and resources for teaching digital literacy. Many of our teachers reported finding the resources they used online, buying them from Teachers-Pay-Teachers (TPT), or having accumulated them over time from their experiences of teaching digital literacy. This may lead them to take a prohibitionary approach towards teaching digital literacy, or skip teaching it altogether due to the effort required. It may also lead to teaching outdated material or ineffective practices as technology evolves.

6.4.2 Support training. Our teachers highlighted that one challenge to teaching digital literacy was the lack of pre-service and on-the-job training available. Thus, schools need to facilitate digital literacy training opportunities, and support teachers’ efforts to participate in training. Due to the constant evolution of technology and their risks, it is not sufficient for schools to train teachers only once; teacher knowledge and skills need regular updates. One potentially feasible approach for schools is to establish mentorship or train-the-trainer programs between less experienced and more experienced teachers. Our teachers were enthusiastic about these informal approaches, and being able to share their experiences with others. One teacher in our study was participating in a digital literacy program between different schools in her district, and expressed how she enjoyed sharing teaching strategies and resources with other teachers, and learning from their experiences.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We note several limitations of our study. The first relates to the recruitment of our participants. While we made an effort to recruit teachers from different provinces across Canada, the majority were from a single city in Ontario, and generally employed in schools located in areas of medium to high socioeconomic status. We also note that a disproportionate number of participants taught at private schools. Due to the difficulty in recruiting teachers who met the eligibility criteria for our study, we were unable to control for socioeconomic status and type of school.

As we recruited teachers who were experienced and interested in teaching digital literacy, it is possible that we would get different results from those who are less experienced. Future studies should recruit teachers from schools in different socioeconomic status communities to collect a more representative sample of the user population. Less experienced teachers in teaching digital literacy should also be recruited. Although our sample was representative of the teacher population in terms of gender, it would also be interesting to recruit a sufficient sample to compare whether approaches differed depending on the gender of the teacher.

7.1 Researcher profile

The researcher who coded the data and conducted the analysis has a background in HCI and Computer Science, with expertise in usable security. Having taught undergraduate HCI and Computer Science courses, the researcher is familiar with doing qualitative
analysis, including using Grounded Theory. The researcher was primarily home-schooled, so does not have personal classroom experiences of being a tween and interacting with teachers. The researcher’s background may have unintentionally influenced the analysis, however, the researcher tried to remain objective and did not do the analysis with a pre-conceived theoretical model or understanding.

8 CONCLUSION
As tweens begin to use more technology for school, and to socialize and develop relationships, they also encounter more risks. During this critical period of development, tweens need support from their teachers in dealing with risky situations and to learn the appropriate digital literacy skills. However, despite these expectations, little is known about teachers’ lived classroom experiences and challenges in helping tweens in this regard. To address this, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 21 Canadian elementary school teachers to understand the risks teachers witness tweens facing on digital media, teachers’ mitigation strategies, and how prepared teachers are to help tweens. We used grounded theory to analyze our results, which showed that teachers mitigate a variety of risks for tweens, ranging from minor privacy violations to more severe cases of physical and psychological harm. Most issues reported by teachers were the result of typical tween behaviours which became risky because they took place over digital media. We provide some implications of these results on teachers and schools. Specifically, teachers need to address a wide range of digital literacy skills to ensure that tweens are adequately equipped for the digital world. In addition, parents and teachers need to work together as a partnership in this effort. To ensure that teachers can help tweens, schools need to support teacher training, and provide them with more direction in terms of how digital literacy should be addressed in schools.
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